Probing biological interfaces by tracing proton passage across them.
The properties of water at the surface, especially at an electrically charged one, differ essentially from those in the bulk phase. Here we survey the traits of surface water as inferred from proton pulse experiments with membrane enzymes. In such experiments, protons that are ejected (or captured) by light-triggered enzymes are traced on their way between the membrane surface and the bulk aqueous phase. In several laboratories it has been shown that proton exchange between the membrane surface and the bulk aqueous phase takes as much as about 1 ms, but could be accelerated by added mobile pH-buffers. Since the accelerating capacity of the latter decreased with increase in their electric charge, it was suggested that the membrane surface is separated from the bulk aqueous phase by a barrier of electrostatic nature. In terms of ordinary electrostatics, the barrier could be ascribed to dielectric saturation of water at a charged surface. In terms of nonlocal electrostatics, the barrier could result from the dielectric overscreening in the surface water layers. It is discussed how the interfacial potential barrier can affect the reactions at interface, especially those coupled with biological energy conversion and membrane transport.